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1.Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
This survey looks at how the media in Zimbabwe represented women in leadership
positions in politics, public administration and civil society in the year 2017. The
report is a follow-up to an earlier survey conducted by Media Monitors on the
reportage of women in leadership by the media in Zimbabwe between 2014 and
2016. It provides a quantitative and qualitative analysis of stories about women in
leadership, focusing on the content of reports; how women are represented in
them; ethical values, as well as professional standards in these reports.
The scope of the survey was broadened to include all men and women that occupy
leadership positions in politics, public administration and civil society, so as to get an
objective representation of women at the various levels of leadership in Zimbabwe
and get a better sense of how they are represented in the media. During the
monitoring period, 152 leaders appeared in the monitored media, these included
121 men and 31 women.
Leaders mentioned in the media during the monitoring period
Leadership category
Women
Men
Politics
21
86
Public Administration
10
30
Civil Society
0
5
To better understand representations by the media and how leadership positions
influence reporting, the sample included leaders from the different arms of
government - the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary – at both the political and
public administration levels. In addition, the report considered leadership positions
at political party level, the Chapter 12 Commissions and civil society. It is hoped that
this selection will provide a more nuanced understanding of the way the media
reports on women in leadership. The study looked at representations in traditional
mainstream media as well as alternative platforms of communication, which include
Facebook and Twitter.
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Broadly, the report looks at four aspects of representation:
1. Visibility – The numbers of women that appear as sources or subjects
2. Portrayal – Language use, photographs and stereotypes used to describe
leaders
3. Quality of news – Professional and ethical considerations in representing
leaders
4. Women leaders’ communication practices online

1.2 Background
Previous research by Media Monitors has shown that women in leadership have
been underrepresented and unfairly portrayed in Zimbabwe’s mainstream media. A
baseline research carried out by Media Monitors for the period 2014 – 2016 showed
that not only do the media under represent women leaders as sources and subjects
as compared to men in the news, where they do appear, there is a higher likelihood
that they are ridiculed in the media, and stereotypes about their personalities and
domestic lives are foregrounded. News reports involving women in leadership also
show a significant lower quality than those that feature men in leadership. Media
Monitors believes that the net impact of these representations in the media is a
lowering of public perceptions and subsequently lower and less effective
participation of women in leadership. It remains important that a continuous
assessment of media behavior continues, providing an independent assessment of
media performance over time, and as an independent watchdog of the media’s
contribution to broader societal goals of gender equality and equity. This study will
assess whether there has been progress in the media’s representation of leaders
from the different sectors that were covered in the baseline report inorder to
understand gender dynamics in reporting in different sectors. The main objectives of
this report are:

1. To understand trends in how the media portrays and represents women in
leadership in Zimbabwe
2. To identify how gender stereotypes related to women in leadership are
generated in media texts
3. To measure progress in professional and ethical considerations in the
representation of women leaders.
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4. To understand the nature of women leaders’ communication practices
online.
It is hoped that this report will provide broader insights for women’s rights partners to enable them to promote better coverage of women by the media, and provide
support to women leaders on how to improve their public image through
communication via various media.
1.3 Methodology
This study sought to look at the representation of women in leadership positions by
the media in:
1. Politics
2. Public administration
3. Civil society
This study’s definition of the media is the traditional news platforms (print, radio and
TV), which provide a more formalized way of communication by professionals.
1.3.1 Scope of monitoring
The monitoring sought to determine:
1. Visibility of women leaders as sources and actors in the news vis-à-vis male
leaders, within and across various media
2. Portrayal of women leaders in the news with a focus on;
a) News values, selection of news and ideological underpinnings of portrayal
of women leaders
b) Gender sensitive use of language that include enforcement/ challenging
of stereotypes
3. Quality of news reporting involving women leaders, particularly source
diversity and appropriateness, balance, completeness, ethical considerations
(e.g. right of reply, presumption of innocence) among others
4. Communication practices of women leaders online
Monitoring period – Samples were identified between January and December 2017.
1.3.2 Defining scope of politics, public administration and civil society leadership in
Zimbabwe
In monitoring women in leadership in the three sectors, this study has used the
following definitions:
Politics – Policy making functions of government
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Public administration – Instruments through which national policies and programs
are implemented
Civil society – Non-governmental organisations and institutions
1.3.2 Approach
To get an objective representation of men and women at the various levels of
leadership, all men and women that occupy leadership positions in politics, public
administration and civil society had a chance of being included in the survey. During
the monitoring period, 152 leaders appeared in the monitored media, these included
121 men and 31 women.
The monitoring and analysis employed both quantitative content analysis and a
more qualitative discourse analysis to analyze the media messages around women in
leadership.
1.3.4 Media Mix
Daily newspapers

Weekly newspaper

Television

The Herald

Sunday Mail

ZTV1

NewsDay

The Standard
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2. VISIBILITY OF WOMEN LEADERS IN THE NEWS

2.1 What role do women leaders play in the news?
In 2017, women leaders were featured more as news subjects than they were as
sources. In 53% of the reports that women leaders were mentioned, they featured
as news subjects. They were quoted as sources 47% of the time. Women politicians
made up 100% of the subjects who made headlines and 80% of the women’s voices
that were recorded.
Year-on-year comparison of the role of women in the news
Leadership category
Subjects
2016
2017
% 
Women in Politics
100
100
0
Women in Administration
0
0
0
Women in Civil Society
0
0
0

Sources
2016
68
32
0

% 
+12
-12
0

2017
80
20
0

Overall men and women in leadership were more visible in the media as subjects of
news as opposed to being sources of news. This reflects a reversal of roles recorded
in 2016. Politicians made the most headlines in 2017; they made up 97% of the
subjects ahead of public administrators who made up the remaining 3%. Civil society
leaders were not covered as news subjects.
In terms of voice distribution, men and women in political leadership were the most
dominant group as well. They accounted for 91% of the voices of leaders followed by
public administrators with 7% of the voices and lastly civil society leaders who
accounted for 2% of the voices.
It appears while there have been calls to improve diversity of sourcing in the media;
the visibility of political leaders is increasing whilst that of public administrators is
shrinking as indicated by the year on year voice distribution trends.

Year on year voice distribution trends
Leadership category
% Voice
Distribution
2016
Politics
72
Pubic administration
26
Civil Society
2

% Voice
Distribution
2017
91
7
2

% 

+19
-19
0

2.2 Total women’s voices in the news
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There seems to be further regression in the distribution of women leaders’ voices in
the news. The distribution of women’s voices dropped from 20% in 2016 to 19% in
2017 as compared to men in leadership.
Women political leaders made up 80% of the women leaders who were quoted by
the media whilst women in public administration made up the remaining 20%. Sadly,
the voices women leaders in civil society were unheard in the news during the
monitoring period.
Interestingly women in public administration were quoted more than their men,
they were quoted 52% of the times that public administration leaders were quoted
in the media.

2.3 Women and men as subjects of the news
The disparity in the representation of men and women as news subjects was glaring.
Male leaders made headlines in 81% of the stories that featured leaders whilst
women leaders accounted for the remaining 19%. This marked a 15% decrease from
the 34% recorded in 2016. All the women leaders who were covered as subjects
were politicians.
Male political leaders were covered the most as news subjects; they made up 78% of
the headlines, which included leaders. Male political administrators were covered as
subjects in 3% of the reports.
2.4 What do women leaders speak on?
A year-on-year comparison shows that there was a 20% increase in the visibility of
women leaders in politics and governance issues; this was triggered by the
involvement of women in preparations for the 2018 elections. Some of the
prominent women who helped shape political discourse included former First lady
Grace Mugabe, MDC-T Vice President Thokozani Khupe and National People’s Party
president, Joice Mujuru and ZEC Chairperson, Rita Makarau.
Women were less prominent in economic issues in 2017, their visibility in economic
issues declined by 18% from 45% recorded in 2016. Women leaders prominent in
economic matters were Zimbabwe Energy Regulatory Authority (ZERA) CEO Gloria
Magombo, Auditor General Mildred Chiri, Minister of Small and Medium Enterprise
Development, Sithembiso Nyoni and Harare City Council, Town Secretary, Josephine
Ncube. These women were all featured in their administrative capacities. The
dismissal of Chiri from her position as Auditor General might have contributed to the
decline of the visibility of women in economic issues. In 2016 she was the most
visible woman in economic issues.
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Women leaders continue to be relatively less visible in social issues. They were
featured in 20% of the stories that featured women leaders, which marked a 2%
decline from the figures recorded in 2016.
Year-on-year visibility of women in topics covered by the media
Topic
Politics
Social
Business

2016
43%
22%
35%

% 
+20%
-2%
-18%

2017
63%
20%
17%

Compared to men, women were outnumbered numerically in the three main topics
covered. Men gained ground in all three categories whilst women ceded visibility.
The biggest decline was recorded in social issues in which women featured in 12% of
the monitored reports; this marked a 48% decline from the 60% recorded in 2016.
Visibility of leaders in issues covered by the media in 2016 and 2017
% 


66%

Men
2017
76%

72%
40%

80%
88%

Topic

Men 2016

Politics and
Governance
Economy
Social

Women
2017
24%

% 

+10%

Women
2016
34%

+8%
+48%

28%
60%

20%
12%

-8%
-48%

-10%

The disparity in the visibility of men and women in all categories is retrogressive as it
is testament to the lack of balance in the media’s representation of social, political
and economic issues in the media. The perspective of women in pertinent issues is
obviously lacking.

2.5 Overall voice distribution in politics, public administration and civil society
In 2017, women in political leadership continue to be quoted more in the media
than women in public administration. There was no change in the hierarchy of
sourcing patterns for men and women recorded in 2017 from that recorded in 2016.

Hierarchy of voice distribution in 2016 and 2017
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Men in political leadership

Women in political leadership

Women in public admin

Men in public admin

Men in CSOs
Women
in CSOs

However what changed was the prominence given to men in politics who were
quoted significantly more times than all the other leaders monitored.

2.6 In what type of stories are leaders featured?
The distribution of story types in 2017 showed a worse picture from 2016. Whilst
women were unfairly represented in 2016, in 2017 they were under represented.
Male political leaders dominated in every category, they eclipsed women in feature
reports and satire, the two categories that featured more women in 2016. It should
however be noted there was less coverage of women in satirical reports. Women
were featured in 15% of the satirical reports that featured people in leadership. This
represented a significant decline from the 75% recorded in 2016.
Whilst women in politics were visible most of the story types used by the media the
same cannot be said for the other women leaders. Women in public administration
were covered in news articles and feature reports whilst civil society women were
not covered at all. There is need for the media to give more prominence to women
leaders, particularly those in civil society and public administration in diverse story
types that enable them to articulate themselves in the media.
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Representation of leaders by story type a) 2016 and b) 2017
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Overall representation of leaders by story type in print media (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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2.7 Where in the news media are leaders featured?
Placement of stories in the media is a deliberate effort, which signifies the
importance bestowed on an issue or an actor by media. An understanding of where
stories on various leaders are placed shows how prominent male and female leaders
are in the news. In 2017 women leaders’ visibility in top stories fell from 35% in 2016
to 18%. Male leaders on the other hand improved in terms of their coverage in top
news articles in the print and electronic media. Former President of Zimbabwe,
Robert Mugabe featured the most on in top news stories.
Year-on-year comparison of story placement
Gender of leaders
% 2016
Men in leadership
65
Women in leadership
35

% 2017
82
18

%
+17
-17

Story placement in the print media a) 2016 b) 2017

11

Story placement on TV a) 2016 b) 2017
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2.8 In what geographic scope are women featured in the news as compared to
men?
Male leaders continue to be featured in stories with a diverse geographic scope.
Overall men were more prominent than women in all the categories of geographical
scope that were monitored.
Leaders scope of coverage based on gender
International Regional
National
Men
100%
87%
79%
Women
0%
13%
21%

Urban
80%
20%

Rural
78%
22%

Women leaders featured more in local news; they were most prominent in
developments affecting rural communities, followed by national news and urban
communities. This trend of coverage depicts the perceived limits of women in
leadership; their activities beyond Zimbabwe’s borders are barely followed up by the
media. This creates the misconception that they are not capable of representing the
country at a regional or international level.
In the print media male politicians featured prominently in all the categories of
geographic scope, they were covered in 100% of the international coverage, 90% of
the regional news and 77% of the news on national developments. Amongst women
in leadership, women politicians had the most diverse cope of coverage; they
featured in urban, rural and national news. Female administrators were featured in
urban and national news.
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Leaders’ scope of coverage in the monitored print media (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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Leaders’ scope of coverage on ZTV (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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3. Portrayal of women in the news focusing on language use,
photographs and stereotypes
3.1 Stereotypes identified in media stories
There were less stereotypes were recorded in 2017 than in 2016. Three-percent of
the reports that featured people in leadership contained stereotypes as opposed to
11% in 2016.
Stereotypes in the news a) 2016 b) 2017

Commendably, there were fewer stereotypes on women in 2017 than there were of
men. Of the 3% stories that contained stereotypes, 46% were about women and
54% were about men. This marked a 20% decline from the trends recorded in 2016.
Once again, the print media carried most of the stereotypes that were recorded, it
accounted for 96% whilst TV carried the remaining 4%. This trend was maintained
from 2016.
3.1.2 Stereotypes about women leaders
Women in politics continued to be the target of the majority of gender stereotypes;
they were featured in 91% of the stereotypical coverage whilst women leaders in
public administration featured in the remaining 9%.
Stereotypes about women leaders
Stereotypes on Women Leaders 2016
Women in politics
89%
Women in Public Administration 11%

2017
91%
9%

%
+2%
-2%
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Types of stereotypes that appeared in the media
Type of stereotype
Occupations
Physical appearance
Personality traits
Domestic roles

% 2016
57
14
17
12

% 2017
27
27
28
18

%
-30
+13
+11
+6

There appears to be a decline in occupational stereotypes about women in 2017
whilst generalisations about women based their physical appearance, domestic and
personality trends were on a rise. This reflects on the challenges that women in
leadership face as they carry out their duties, there are judged not just by their
performance but also by how they look, how they conduct themselves as well as the
perceived societal roles they are expected to play.

The personal and the political
Media analysis of women in leadership conflates the personal and the political and
judges women by both their personal achievements or lack of them; as well as any
perceived professional shortfalls. The media creates a dichotomy of the good/bad
woman, based on gendered stereotypes of what a good woman in the society is, and
goes on to judge women against these broad parameters. The idea of women as
wives, mothers and daughters pervades narratives and where a woman is deemed a
“good” mother, wife, or daughter, there is a sense of acceptance of them as a
national leader. The rules for women are that women will be judged whether
positively or negatively based on stereotypes of femaleness and what this means in
leadership. What the media tells us is that women can be in politics but they will be
judged according to pre-defined notions on what a proper/good woman is, therefore
a woman fit for leadership is that woman who conforms to societal stereotypes of
femaleness.
Across the political fractures, women’s personal lives are showcased by the media,
as a determinant of suitability for office. The Standard newspaper in July carried a
surprising headline, “I miss my husband says Joice Mujuru”. In an interview carried
by the newspaper and conducted by journalist Blessed Mhlanga, the paper initially
seemed to profile Joice Mujuru as “an opposition leader”. The inclusion of a question
on Mujuru’s marital life is therefore surprising. Following a full-page interview, one
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of the last questions Mujuru is asked by the journalist is “Would you consider
marrying again?” The question’s relevance to Mujuru’s political career is not
immediately obvious. Not only does the question seem misplaced, the answer to this
question, and not any of the other responses is what makes the headline.

Needless to say, given the newspaper’s deliberate placing of this statement in the
headline of the story, this is what the paper deems the most important quality that
Joice Mujuru possesses, her ability to miss her husband in perpetuity. Even though it
is only natural for Mujuru to miss her late husband, it also presents her as an
emotionally vulnerable woman who is still in mourning, casting a shadow of doubt
on her capacity to carry the country’s burdens on her shoulders. Even though the
headline of the story focuses on Mujuru’s emotional state, it ignores the main focus
of the interview, which was more on NPP’s coalition with MDC-T. One of the
narratives that have emerged from the media is that women politicians need the
guidance of men for them to be successful. For example, the reporter asks Mujuru if
she was … “confident that the coalition will be in place in time … to mount a
meaningful challenge against Mugabe...” This implies that Mujuru on her own,
without the help of men (Tsvangirai) does not present any meaningful challenge to
Mugabe.
Source: Paper written by Patience Zirima, Media Monitors, 2017
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3.2 Describing women
Language use
Titles
Descriptive language

Issue




Grace Mugabe

Joice Mujuru

As was the case in 2016 most of the people in leadership are
addressed by their titles, e.g. President, Vice President, Minister
Language use is sometimes determined by where a specific leader
is discussed i.e. private or public media.
There was less use of gendered titles during this monitoring cycle.
There was a tendency by both the private and public media to use
innuendo when talking about women leaders e.g. the use of
words like “gone into bed with”1

Private Media
Mugabe’s wife2
First lady3
Grace
Former typist6
Demented person
Marujata
Unhinged Village woman

Public media
First lady
Amai4
Mhamha5

Dictatorial7
Lacks charisma and intellectual potency

Queen Bee8
Fast fading9
Media construct10

3.3 Sentiment analysis of people in leadership
Women’s coverage in 2017 was predominantly negative, 42% of the coverage was
negative whilst 38% was neutral and 20% positive. Compared to 2016 there was a
16% decline in positive coverage and a 17% increase in negative coverage. The
prevailing nature of coverage for women in leadership is discouraging for women as
it portrays them negatively to their publics whom they are accountable to.

Mujuru’s party must show maturity, 9/5/2017, NewsDay
Mugabe`s five likely successor, 12/3/2017 The Standard
3
ZANU PF cranks election gears, 11/6/2017, The Sunday Mail
4
Say yes to women’s quota, 12/11/2017, The Sunday Mail
5
300 chicks for poultry project, 14,11,2017, ZTV
6
It is the Mugabe name all the way, 12/11/17 The Standard
7
Mujuru’s dictatorial streak unshakable, 14/3/2017, NewsDay
8
Opposition heads for Waterloo, 11/6/2017, The Sunday Mail
9
Behold, as capitalism joins succession race, 12/3/2017
10
The media gave us this Joice Mujuru, 12/3/2017, The Sunday Mail
1
2
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Perceptions of women in leadership (a) 2016 (b) 2017

Whilst the coverage of women leaders was predominantly negative, coverage of
men in leadership was mostly neutral (45%) followed by positive (34%) then negative
21%.
The print media carried 94% of the negative coverage of men and women in
leadership, the remaining 6% appeared on ZTV.
National People’s Party Leader Joice Mujuru and Former First Lady Grace Mugabe
were the subjects of 55% of the negative coverage of women in the news. The
credibility of Joice Mujuru as a political leader was frequently questioned in the local
media. She was labeled a “media construct”11 in the publicly owned media whilst
the private media asked, “Zimbabweans can all, but ask whether Mujuru will give
any impetus into Tsvangirai’s campaign trail or she’s the biggest beneficiary of the
coalition”12.
Perhaps more brutal was the portrayal of Grace Mugabe who received negative
coverage in the privately owned media. There was a whole satirical column in The
Standard (Dr Stop It) dedicated to mocking Grace Mugabe. She was criticized for her
role in ZANU PF’s internal battles, personal conduct and allegations of corruption.

11
12

The media gave us this Joice Mujuru, 12/3/2017, The Sunday Mail
Mujuru’s party must show maturity, 9/5/2017, NewsDay
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4. Quality of news – Professional and ethical considerations in
representing leaders
4.1 Clarity of themes in news reports
It is standard practice for news stories to have discernible main ideas which enable
news audience to comprehend what a story is about. Ideally a news story should
answer the, “who, what, where, when, why and how” of a development. Media
Monitors noted that in the stories monitored in 2017, 77% of the stories had a
clearly discernible main idea, 22% were discernible, but weak whilst 1% had no
discernible theme.
It should be noted that during this monitoring cycle, 90% of the recorded reports
that had no discernible idea featured men, women only featured in the remaining
10%. Women leaders were not prominently featured in reports with weak themes,
as was the case in 2016, they appeared in 35% of such reports whilst men accounted
for the remaining 65%. Female politicians were featured in most of the stories on
women leaders that had weak themes followed by women in public administration.
Overall clarity of stories (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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4.1.1 Clarity of themes in print and electronic media
The level of clarity in the print media matched the overall trends, in which men in
political leadership carried the most stories that were clear and also unclear. As was
the trend in 2016, female administrators featured more in stories that did not have a
discernible theme at all.

Clarity of news themes in the print media (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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Clarity of news themes on Television in 2017

In 2017, there were stories on ZTV that had unclear themes; this was a divergence
from the trend recorded in 2016 where all the stories recorded had clearly defined
themes. All the stories that featured women leaders had strong themes whereas
men in politics were mentioned in all the recorded stories that had weak themes.

4.2 How much policy analysis goes into reporting on women in leadership?
There was a 5% decline in reference to government policy in 2017 compared to 2016.
Overall reference to policy in 2016 and 2017
Reference to Policy 2016
2017
Yes
13%
8%
No
87%
92%

%
-5%
+5%

Women leaders were mentioned in 5% of the reports that made reference to
government policy whilst the remaining 95% featured men particularly men in
politics who featured in 85% of the reports that had some form of policy analysis.

Reference to policy in the monitored reports (a) 2016 (b) 2017
24

Reference to policy in reports that featured male political and public administration
leaders increased from 2016 to 2017 whilst policy reference in reports that featured
women decreased over the two monitoring periods. Civil society leaders were not
mentioned in reports that analysed government policy.
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Policies quoted in reports featuring leaders
Level of
leadership
Politics

Men

















Public
Administrators



Women
Electoral Act
ZimAsset
S120 of 2016 (Food
Fortification)
Land Reform
Command Agriculture
Command Economy
STEM (Science Technology
Engineering and Mathematics)
Customs and Excise
Local Content Policy
SADC Trade Protocol
National Inclusion Policy
Constitution
RBZ Monetary Policy
Labour Act
Termination of Pregnancies
Act
SI17 of 2013(Petroleum
Regulations)
Zimbabwe Constitution



Termination of
Pregnancies Act



Urban Councils Act

4.3 Quality of sourcing
Sourcing patterns can be an indicator of diversity in news articles where a writer is
able to present different viewpoints in a fair manner. Sources can therefore show
gender diversity and diverse viewpoints. On average, a news story that carries at
least 3 sources with diverse opinions will be considered a good story whereas an
article with one or less sources is not.
In 2017, the quality of sourcing in stories on men and women in leadership
deteriorated, as 59% of the recorded stories had no sources or lacked corroboration.
This marked a 5% decline from the quality recorded in 2016. Forty-one-percent of
the stories recorded had diverse sourcing as they featured two or more sources.
Eighty-one percent of the stories that had no sources featured men in politics whilst
female politicians made up 18%, male administrators made up the remaining 1%.
Women made up 21% of the stories that had only one source, 23% of stories with
two sources and 17% of stories with three sources or more.
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Source distribution (a) 2016 (b) 2017
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5. Online communication practices of women in leadership positions
5.1 Leaders presence online

In 2017, Zimbabwean leaders’ social media presence remained significantly low with
26% of the monitored leaders owning a Facebook or Twitter account. The leaders
with accounts constitute 22% of the women leaders monitored and 28% of men. This
shows that there has not been much change from the figures recorded in 2016.
Followers
Women leaders’ social media following increased significantly in 2017, they
accounted for 12% of the followers on Facebook and 19% on Twitter. Men however
maintained a larger following on both of the platforms that were monitored.
Women leaders improved in every area of visibility on Facebook with women in
politics gaining 204% of their followers within a year. Women in public
administration and Civil Society also improved in terms of friends on Facebook.
Leaders’ friends on Facebook
Level
of Women
leadership
2016
Politics
14,267
Public
0
administration
Civil Society
1,122

Women
2017
43,303
137

% 

1156

204
100

Men
2016
181,616
0

Men
2017
355,232
1,213

3

5,834

5852

% 
96
100
1

Women in politics recorded a 94% gain in followers on Twitter. Despite having more
followers than their male counterparts, the following of women in public
administration regressed by 55%. Civil society women gained a 17% following during
this monitoring period.
Leaders’ following on Twitter
Level
of Women
leadership
2016
Politics
23,132
Public
11
administration
Civil Society
1536

Women
2017
44,879
6

% 

Men
2017
229,100
0

% 

94
-55

Men
2016
177,238
0

1,798

17

5,834

8,882

52

29
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Interactions
In 2017 leaders were more proactive in their social media interaction, they initiated
83% of the interactions that took place on their social media platforms, their friends
and followers initiated the remaining 17%. This marked a 34% improvement from
the 49% recorded in 2017. Male leaders continue to initiate most of the interaction
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with their publics as such they were able to control the flow of most of the
discussions. Men initiated 55% of the interactions that involved people in leadership.
Even though women were not as proactive as their male counterparts their
platforms were more engaging. During this monitoring cycle women had more
feedback than their male counterparts. Women in politics had the most engaging
platforms in terms of feedback. Women in civil society also received more feedback
on their platforms than their male counterparts. Leaders in public administration
were the least active group on social media, women administrators were not active
at all despite some having Facebook and Twitter accounts.

Feedback on Social Media platforms
Social media
variable
Replies

Male
Politicians
10,397

Female
Politicians
1,632

Male
Administrators
0

Female
Administrators
0

CSOs
Men
152

CSOs
Women
332

Retweets

8,366

18,599

0

0

417

3645

Likes

30,544

57,265

0

0

606

5821

Likes

2094

5507

92

0

0

940

1313

1806

47

0

14

136

52,714

88,809

139

0

1189

10,874

Comments
Total Feedback

5.2 Nature of online posts
Unlike in 2016 when most of the leaders’ social media interaction was centred on
topical issues, in 2017 leaders mainly used their platforms for public information.
This accounted for 40% of the posts marking a 30% increase from the 10% recorded
in 2016. Most of the information that was shared by the leaders was on voter
registration. It appears the leaders’ interaction was a bit more personalized in 2017,
as they revealed more about themselves and their interests. This may have been
triggered by the fact that Zimbabwe is gearing up for the 2018 elections. Overall, the
nature of the leaders’ social media interaction can be categorised as follows.
Nature of online communication
Nature of Post
2016
Topical Issues
80
Public Information
10
Campaign related
8
Personal
2

2017
26
40
13
21

% 
-54
+30
+5
+19

5.3 Online speech and women in leadership
Women leaders’ communication practices on Facebook and Twitter were more
purposeful in 2017 compared to 2016. Women in politics who are on the two social
media platforms used their accounts to boost their professional profiles. Their pages
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were used to communicate with their constituencies about their political ambitions
and passions. Their friends and followers expressed a wide range of emotions in
response to the leaders’ communication, which ranged from endearing to absolute
hate.
Women leaders were mostly treated with respect by their followers who called them
pet names for example Joice Mujuru was continuously referred to as “amai”,
“mother” “mommy”, “mhaiyo” or “Mother Africa”. This was mostly from her
supporters who seemed to be in support of her move to rebrand her party from
ZimPF to NPP.

As an allusion to her “courage” she was also referred to as “Gandanda Rinezvivindi”
(brave warrior). Despite the showers of praises she received, some of people openly
questioned her legitimacy as an opposition leader.
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Another woman whose fortunes have changed on social media is MDC-T Vice
President Thokozani Khupe who had a tumultuous 2017 after bumping heads with
the party’s leadership. Khupe had been an avid advocate for the party using her
presence on social media to promote the party’s image. Up to 2016, she received
positive feedback on her platforms but after the disagreements she has been subject
to verbal attacks on her platform.
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Most of the leaders did not engage their readers beyond their initial posts, shares,
tweets or retweets. This means that most of the interaction on these platforms was
one way. Interacting with publics gives them the opportunity to win over their
critics. Harare West MP, Jessie Majome is one of the women leaders who have a
more interactive platform.
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5.4 Use of Pictures online
There was extensive use of photos by women leaders in the year 2017. The photos
were mostly of women leaders campaigning for a particular cause or notifying their
followers of the activities they were involved in. While the mainstream media might
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not have covered these activities, women leaders used their platforms to tell their
story on their own terms.

Women in politics and public administration used their platforms to encourage
Zimbabweans to participate in the Biometric Voter Registration process. There were
numerous photos of the women leaders taking part in voter registration campaigns.
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Women leaders participating in Voter Registration activities

In 2017, Women leaders became more innovative as they began to use short videos
to articulate the different issues they are interested in.
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